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We study sequestering, a prerequisite for flavor-blind supersymmetry breaking in several
high-scale mediation mechanisms, in compactifications of type IIB string theory. We find
that although sequestering is typically absent in unwarped backgrounds, strongly warped
compactifications do readily sequester. The AdS/CFT dual description in terms of confor-
mal sequestering plays an important role in our analysis, and we establish how sequestering
works both on the gravity side and on the gauge theory side. We pay special attention to
subtle compactification effects that can disrupt sequestering. Our result is a step toward
realizing an appealing pattern of soft terms in a KKLT compactification.
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1. Introduction
Several of the most promising ideas about high-scale transmission of supersymmetry
(SUSY) breaking to the supersymmetric standard model (SM) involve the physics of ex-
tra dimensions. These ideas, which include anomaly mediation [1,2], gaugino mediation
[3], and mirage mediation [4], each require the strong suppression of standard gravity-
mediation effects, which would otherwise naively dominate. For this to happen robustly, it
is important that the SUSY-breaking hidden sector be “sequestered” away from the visible
SM fields in the extra-dimensional space.
Concretely, the troubling gravity-mediation term is really a direct cross-coupling in
the effective Lagrangian written in curved superspace, between the hidden-sector fields X
bearing the dominant F-term, and the visible-sector fields Qi, of the form∫
d4θ X†X
cij
M2P
(Qi)†Qj . (1.1)
For order-one and flavor-violating cij , phenomenologically dangerous flavor-violating
squark and slepton mass terms would result. This is a version of the “supersymmetric
flavor problem”. We say that X and Q have been sequestered from one another if cij ≪ 1.
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It is important to note [1] that the cross-couplings in curved superspace should be identified
with cross-couplings within (1.1) in
f = −3M2P exp
(
− K
3M2P
)
(1.2)
rather than within the effective four-dimensional supergravity Ka¨hler potential, K, itself.
As originally envisioned, sequestering could be justified by locality in extra dimensions
of space [1]. That is, if SUSY were broken on a brane separated from the SM brane by a
distance d in the extra dimensions, cross-couplings in the four-dimensional effective theory
should only arise from integrating out the exchange of massive bulk modes. If these modes
all had sufficiently large masses m ≫ 1/d, these bulk exchanges would be exponentially
screened by Yukawa suppression, leading to cij ∼ e−m·d ≪ 1. In this circumstance, other
effects, e.g. the anomaly mediated contribution ∼ 116pi2 g2 |F |
2
M2
P
, could provide dominant,
and flavor-blind, soft masses.1 An important subtlety is that at least some bulk modes
should get masses m <∼ 1/d from compactification itself or from moduli stabilization, and
therefore their exchanges require careful analysis. A thorough study was made within a
minimal five-dimensional effective field theory with a single extra dimension, confirming
that sequestering was indeed robust in that context [6].
Nevertheless, it has been argued that in string theory, with its much richer structure
and several extra dimensions, it is very difficult to realize sequestering [7,8]. In particular,
these works made it clear that spatial separation alone does not suffice to ensure seques-
tering in string constructions. However, these studies were not exhaustive and whether
sequestering could be realized in a complete theory of quantum gravity remained an open
and important question.
A different approach to sequestering was initiated in [9]. It was shown there, again
within minimal five-dimensional effective field theory, that sequestering was consistent
with strongly warped compactifications and their attendant geometric hierarchies. This
suggested, via the AdS/CFT correspondence [10,11], that there should exist a dual four-
dimensional mechanism for sequestering. In “conformal sequestering” [12], instead of a
weakly coupled hidden sector, we imagine a hidden sector that is strongly coupled over
some range of scales, and is close to a conformal fixed point over the range from ΛUV to
ΛIR. (An alternate approach of conformal sequestering, where it is the visible sector that is
1 For the particular case of anomaly mediation, additional mechanisms are required to avoid
tachyonic sleptons, with concrete suggestions appearing in e.g. [1,5].
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strongly coupled and conformal over a range of scales, was proposed earlier in [13].) At the
scale ΛIR, conformal invariance breaks, and soon after this, spontaneous supersymmetry
breaking occurs. Some operator O in the hidden sector CFT provides the leading coupling∫
d4θ O cij(Qi)†Qj (1.3)
of SUSY breaking to the visible squarks and sleptons. But now if O has scaling dimension
2+∆, one finds an additional suppression of the naive coupling (1.1) by a factor of
(
ΛIR
ΛUV
)∆
.
For a typical intermediate-scale scenario, this suppresses the dangerous cross-couplings
sufficiently for anomaly mediation (or one of the other extra-dimensional mechanisms) to
provide safely flavor-universal visible masses. Conformal sequestering has been further
developed in [14,15,16].
In this paper we demonstrate that the mechanism of “warped sequestering” can be
realized in string theory, in the form leading to anomaly-mediated supersymmetry break-
ing in the visible sector. In essence, we will describe how warped compactifications of
string theory, involving warped throats similar to the canonical Klebanov-Strassler exam-
ple [17], compactified as in [18], can naturally yield sequestered SUSY breaking. We will
make considerable use of the AdS/CFT dual grammar of conformal sequestering, although
the explicit construction will be on the gravity side of the duality. We also show that
sequestering is possible in unwarped compactifications, but typically absent.
Our goal here is to establish that sequestering can be achieved fairly robustly in a
theory of quantum gravity. We will not discuss the construction of fully realistic models.
This would require both inclusion of a detailed visible sector, and incorporation of one
of the various model-building mechanisms to e.g. fix the tachyonic sleptons of anomaly
mediation.
We will restrict ourselves to type IIB string theory constructions, but our final con-
clusions will clearly be more general. More precisely, since we will always consider non-
vanishing brane separations to be much larger than the string length, we will work in terms
of type IIB effective supergravity coupled to branes.
1.1. A milder criterion for sequestering
While sequestering originally referred to suppression of all terms of the form (1.1),
we will make use of a milder criterion following from a simple observation of [16]. This
states that we can tolerate an unsuppressed bilinear hidden superfield appearing in (1.1) if
3
it has as its vector component a conserved Noether current for a hidden sector IR (non-R)
symmetry, because then the hidden bilinear is guaranteed to have vanishing SUSY-breaking
VEV. The symmetry is only required to be good symmetry of the hidden dynamics close
to the SUSY breaking scale, even if it is ultimately spontaneously broken by hidden VEVs.
We discuss here a simple example of the power of this observation, and will have
occasion to return to this example in the course of the paper. It is provided by considering
a distribution of D3-branes in a simple toroidal orientifold T 6/Z2 compactification of the
six extra dimensions, preserving N = 4 supersymmetry. Splitting the branes into two
well-separated stacks, with chiral matter (in N = 1 language) labeled Q and X , provides a
toy model of visible and hidden sectors. While this X hidden sector does not break SUSY,
it does allow us to study sequestering itself. This example was previously invoked as a case
in which string theory does not sequester [7], as follows. The Ka¨hler potential is readily
determined by the high degree of supersymmetry and turns out to be
f = −3
[
(S + S†) det
(
TIJ + T
†
JI − trQIQ†J − trXIX†J
)]1/3
, (1.4)
where I, J = 1, 2, 3 label the N = 1 chiral superfields in an N = 4 multiplet and the
traces are over the different branes in each stack. We assume that the moduli S, TIJ are
supersymmetrically stabilized by some contributions to their superpotential (while this
would not happen in the N = 4 theory, it can happen in close relatives that inherit the
relevant pieces of f). At low energies they can therefore be set to their SUSY-preserving
VEVs. It is clear that expanding f in powers of brane fields will result in cross-couplings
of the form (1.1).
But f does satisfy the milder version of sequestering, as we now check. Expanding
(1.4) in powers of Q,X (setting the moduli to their VEVs), we get
f = const.− tr Q˜†IQ˜I − tr X˜†I X˜I + tr Q˜†J Q˜I
[
δ JI tr X˜
†
KX˜
K − 3 tr X˜†I X˜J
]
+ . . . , (1.5)
where the canonical fields are given by
Q˜I = const.(T + T
†)−1/2IJ QJ , (1.6)
X˜I = const.(T + T
†)−1/2IJ XJ . (1.7)
The hidden bilinear, traceless in the I, J indices, manifestly corresponds to currents of the
SU(3) subgroup of the N = 4 R-symmetry. From the N = 1 viewpoint, SU(3) is a non-R
flavor symmetry acting on chiral multiplets. While the toroidal compactification breaks
this SU(3) in the UV, it is an accidental symmetry of the hidden sector in the IR and
therefore this example satisfies the milder criterion of [16]. (Later we will obtain a more
general understanding of why this happened.)
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1.2. Outline
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we begin by studying un-
warped backgrounds with D-branes, ultimately specializing to D3-branes. We show how
unwarped compactification in general spoils sequestering, although we point out excep-
tional cases where sequestering holds to a good approximation. In §3, we study branes in
highly warped backgrounds, in particular specializing to the case of the Klebanov-Strassler
conifold throat. We discuss the AdS/CFT dual description of conformal sequestering and
show that, even upon compactification, sequestering must hold. In §4 we illustrate some
aspects of this sequestering directly from computations on the gravity side of the duality.
We illustrate the conjunction of both hidden sector SUSY breaking and warped seques-
tering by the example of an anti-D3-brane at the end of the throat [19]. In §5 we discuss
general classes and properties of warped throats which appear to be promising for warped
sequestering. We conclude in §6.
2. Sequestering in unwarped backgrounds
In this section we discuss the possibility of sequestering in compactifications of type
IIB string theory with little or no warping. Although we will eventually be led to pursue
sequestering in warped compactifications, the unwarped case provides an instructive intro-
duction to the general problem. In §2.1 we study D-branes coupled to supergravity in the
simplest context, ten non-compact dimensions. In particular, we explain why the fields on
spatially-separated D3-branes might be expected to enjoy sequestering. Then, in §2.2, we
expose the fallacy in this logic: compactification effects do generically spoil sequestering of
D3-branes in unwarped compactifications, albeit with some notable exceptions. We then
describe the effects on sequestering from Ka¨hler moduli corresponding to blowup modes
(§2.3), from complex structure moduli (§2.4), and from quantum corrections to the Ka¨hler
potential (§2.5).
2.1. Restrictions on D3-brane couplings
We begin by recalling, from [7], a reason for fearing that two stacks of D-branes, say
stack Q and stack X, will have dangerous cross-terms such as (1.1) in their four-dimensional
effective Lagrangian. In string theory, D-branes source various ten-dimensional fields,
such as the metric and dilaton, and thereby affect their surroundings. By affecting the
background in this way, each stack can perceive the other. Specifically, denote the metric on
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the compactification manifold by gmn(y), and the axio-dilaton as τ(y). Then backreaction
of stack Q on gmn and τ , which will implicitly make g and τ into functions of the scalar
modes of Q, will translate directly into couplings between Q and X when one computes
the probe action for the X branes in the same background.
As a concrete example, we can consider the toy model on p.40 of the second reference
of [7]. Imagine that the X-stack is the hidden sector, and is composed of a Dp′ brane.
Let the Q-stack, where the visible sector resides, be the probe brane. The Dp′ brane
background metric and dilaton are given by
ds2 = h(r)−1/2dx2|| + h(r)
1/2dx2⊥, e
−2φ = h(r)(p
′−3)/2 (2.1)
where the harmonic function h(r) is given by
h(r) = 1 + gs
(√
α′
r
)7−p′
. (2.2)
The action of brane Q in this background is given by expanding the DBI action
SQ = −TDp
∫
dp+1x e−φ
√
det(γµν + · · ·) (2.3)
where γµν is the induced world-volume metric, and the omitted terms involve worldvolume
fluxes that are unimportant at present. Expanding in the background (2.1) yields
SQ ∝
∫
dp+1x
√
det(γ˜µν) h(r)
(p′−p)/4−1
(
1 +
1
2
h(r)∂µφ
i∂µφi + . . .
)
, (2.4)
where γ˜µν is the worldvolume metric induced from the unwarped background metric.
Interestingly, when the solution takes the form (2.1) for p = p′, the leading effect of
the backreaction of the X-branes on the Q-branes does not alter the kinetic terms.2 This
is the question of interest for sequestering, since the dangerous term (1.1) would imply
|X |2|∂Q|2 scalar cross-couplings (among other terms).
This example is at best a toy model for the full conformally Calabi-Yau solutions with
nontrivial fluxes of the NSNS three-form H3 and the RR three-form F3 and five-form F5.
The general supergravity solution in the presence of these fluxes is discussed in some detail
2 The appearance of a potential in (2.3) in this case is spurious: it is canceled by the Chern-
Simons terms in the action.
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in [18] (building on the earlier works [20,21,22]). The main points, at leading order in the
gs and α
′ expansions, are the following:
• The metric takes the form
ds2 = e2A(y)ηµνdx
µdxν + e−2A(y)g˜mn(y)dymdyn (2.5)
where the warp factor A(y) depends on the D3-brane positions and the D7-brane positions,
as well as on the background flux.
• The dilaton takes the form τ = τ(y), and is determined self-consistently in terms of
g˜mn and the positions of any D7-branes. There is no explicit dependence on the D3-brane
positions.
• The Einstein equations determining the internal metric g˜mn depend on the dilaton gra-
dients and the localized D7-brane actions, but again have no explicit dependence on the
D3-brane positions.
It follows from these facts that the cancellation that prevents cross-couplings of the
form (1.1) between D3-brane fields from different stacks in the simple ansatz (2.1) will
continue to hold for the probe analysis of kinetic terms of a given D3-brane stack in the
full supergravity solutions of [18]. While the D3-branes see any background D7-branes via
their kinetic terms, they do not see each other at this order. In fact, the D3-branes also
enjoy a vanishing potential, even though generic fluxes do break supersymmetry.
We note that this reasoning does not work for inter-D7-brane couplings in the same
class of type IIB solutions. The fortuitous cancellation of metric and dilaton factors that
occurs for D3-branes probing other D3-branes in the background (2.1), does not occur for
general Dp-brane pairs. It is a happy fact of life for the D3-branes that their positions
only enter the supergravity data via factors of the warp factor eA, and these factors cancel
in the leading terms of the probe action for a D3-brane.
2.2. Non-sequestered couplings via compactification moduli
The fact that separated stacks of D3-branes are sequestered in non-compact ten-
dimensional spacetime might lead us to expect the same feature after compactification, at
least to leading order in α′ and gs. However, we now study the four-dimensional supergrav-
ity theory after compactification and show that it typically leads to complete breakdown
of sequestering in backgrounds of the form of §2.1. While we limit ourselves in this section
to Calabi-Yau orientifolds with D3-branes, incorporating D7-branes would not be difficult.
Some of the results here were described (or are implicit) in [18,7,23,24,25,26,27,28].
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The loophole in our previous discussion is that compactification results in moduli
whose parametrization in terms of N = 1 chiral superfields depends on the locations of
any D3-branes. Couplings of these moduli to the D3-branes can thereby mediate non-
sequestered cross-couplings between distant branes. We begin by explaining this in the
case of a single breathing mode for the entire compact space.
We now use the ansatz
ds2 = h−1/2e−6ugµνdxµdxν + h1/2e2ug˜ijdyidyj . (2.6)
Here h(y) = e−4A(y) is the usual warp factor, e6u is the breathing mode of the compact-
ification manifold M , and g˜ is the unwarped metric, with fixed fiducial volume V˜6. The
powers of eu are chosen so that gµν is the spacetime metric in four-dimensional Einstein
frame.
We will now show (following [28]) that the breathing mode depends on the D3-brane
positions. We will then demonstrate that this leads to contact terms between separated
D3-branes. The perturbation to the warp factor, δh, sourced by a single D3-brane at x
obeys
−∇2yδh(x; y) = 2κ210T3
(
δ(6)(x− y)√
g
− ρ(y)
)
, (2.7)
where ρ(y) is the background density of D3-brane charge, arising from fluxes and possibly
from other branes. Here y is the coordinate on the internal space, and x is the position
of the D3-brane on this space. The distinction is important: the four-dimensional action
arising from dimensional reduction does not depend on y, but x is a scalar field in this
action — x is a coordinate on the D3-brane moduli space. (This moduli space has the
same metric as the physical compact space, at least at leading order.) Finally, the D3-brane
tension is
T3 =
1
(2π)3gsα′2
, (2.8)
and the ten-dimensional gravitational coupling is
κ210 =
1
2
(2π)7g2sα
′4 . (2.9)
We solve (2.7) by first solving
−∇2y′Φ(y; y′) = −∇2yΦ(y; y′) =
δ(6)(y − y′)√
g
− 1
V6
(2.10)
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where V6 ≡
∫
d6y
√
g = e6uV˜6. The solution to (2.7) is then
δh(x; y) = 2κ210T3
[
Φ(x; y)−
∫
d6y′
√
gΦ(y; y′)ρ(y′)
]
. (2.11)
An important consequence [28] is that
−∇2xδh(x; y) = 2κ210T3
[
δ(6)(x− y)√
g(x)
− 1
V6
]
, (2.12)
for any background charge distribution ρ(y). Away from the D3-brane we may drop the
δ(6) term in (2.12), which leads to
g˜ij¯∂i∂j¯δh =
(
κ210T3
V˜6
)
e−4u ≡ T3
M2P
e−4u , (2.13)
where the power of u comes from converting V6 to V˜6 and g
ij to g˜ij, and we have assumed
that M is Ka¨hler to simplify the Laplacian to the form shown.
The right hand side of (2.13) is a constant independent of y, but g˜ij¯ depends on y.
This is consistent only if δh obeys
∂i∂j¯δh =
T3
3M2P
e−4ug˜ij¯ . (2.14)
We conclude that (to leading order in the gravitational coupling [28])
δh =
T3
3M2P
e−4uk(x, x¯) + . . . , (2.15)
where k is the Ka¨hler potential for the metric g˜ on M , and the dots denote terms annihi-
lated by the Laplacian, which are not constrained by the above argument.
Next, we use h + δh to identify the appropriate holomorphic coordinate T on the
Ka¨hler moduli space. As explained in detail in [27,28], the appropriate definition that is
consistent with (2.15) is
T + T ≡
∫
Σ
d4y
√
G =
∫
Σ
d4y
√
g˜ he4u , (2.16)
where Gij ≡ h1/2g˜ije2u is the full metric on the compact space. Here Σ is an appropriate
four-cycle, and because we have one Ka¨hler modulus, Σ is effectively unique. We may
normalize the fiducial metric g˜ so that∫
Σ
d4y
√
g˜ = 1 . (2.17)
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Next, we choose for simplicity a case without background warping, so that h = 1 + δh
gets its only nontrivial contribution from the D3-branes in question. Combining these
ingredients with (2.15), we find
T + T = e4u + γk(x, x¯) , (2.18)
where
γ ≡ T3
3M2P
, (2.19)
which makes manifest the D3-brane-dependence of the holomorphic parametrization of
the breathing mode. (As discussed in [25], invariance of this expression under Ka¨hler
transformations of k requires that T also transforms.) It follows (using the standard
relation between the Ka¨hler potential for volume moduli and the compactification volume)
that the Ka¨hler potential is
K = −3 log
(
T + T − γk(x, x¯)
)
. (2.20)
By repeating the above argument for an additional D3-brane located at x′, we find
K = −3 log
(
T + T − γk(x, x¯)− γk(x′, x¯′)
)
. (2.21)
Notice that this result is sequestered: the coefficient of 3 implies that the different
brane stacks and T appear additively in f . This feature will, however, turn out to be a
special case, as we now demonstrate by extending the above considerations to a config-
uration with multiple Ka¨hler moduli and two stacks of D3-branes. The condition (2.12)
is unchanged, as it depends only on the overall breathing mode, not the relative sizes of
cycles. It follows that (2.15) is also unchanged. Next, if {Σα} is a basis of four-cycles, we
can identify the proper holomorphic coordinates Tα,
Tα + Tα ≡
∫
Σα
√
g˜ e4u
(
1 + δh(x, x′)
)
. (2.22)
The Ka¨hler-invariant coordinates are then
Uα = Tα + Tα − γkα(x, x¯)− γkα(x′, x¯′) (2.23)
where the transformation properties of kα ∼ k
∫
Σα
√
g˜ are dictated by [29]. The Ka¨hler
potential is then
K = −2 log(V6) = −2 log
(
dαβγU1/2α U
1/2
β U
1/2
γ
)
(2.24)
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where dαβγ is determined by the intersection form of the four-cycles {Σα}.
From (2.23), (2.21) it is easy to see that non-sequestered terms between the D3-
branes are indeed generated in compactifications with multiple Ka¨hler moduli, but not in
the single-modulus case.
As we discussed in §1 and will revisit in §4.3, the N = 4 toroidal orientifold has
multiple Ka¨hler moduli but provides an interesting exception to the rule: this configu-
ration exhibits sequestering in the subtler sense of [16]. However, general multi-moduli
compactifications are not expected to be safe in this sense.
Our argument for (2.23) (cf. [28]) was slightly indirect, involving the background
charge in (2.7) and the associated transformation of the holomorphic coordinates Tα under
Ka¨hler transformations. However, an earlier and far more explicit derivation of this same
expression appears in [23]. Nevertheless, our method is instructive: we have seen that the
mechanism by which D3-branes couple to each other in f is by mixing with the holomorphic
Ka¨hler moduli Tα, and, crucially, this mixing is a result of the compactness of the space,
as it follows from the Gauss’s law constraint (2.12).
2.3. Sequestering in the case of “localized” Ka¨hler moduli
The explicit results of [23] suggest that sequestering is spoiled in typical models with
multiple Ka¨hler moduli. Here we point out the existence of a class of multi-moduli models
in which approximate sequestering can arise.
Consider the following example with two Ka¨hler moduli. The Calabi-Yau hypersurface
in WIP41,1,1,6,9 has (as derived in e.g. [30])
K ∝ −2 log
(
U
3/2
1 − U3/22
)
. (2.25)
Very roughly, one should think of U1 as the overall volume of the bulk Calabi-Yau manifold,
and of U2 as controlling the volume of a blow-up mode for a C
3/ZZ3 singularity localized
in the bulk. Resolving the singularity introduces a finite-volume IP2 in the geometry, with
a smooth neighborhood locally modeled on the total space of the bundle O(−3) → IP2.
It is implausible, at least for small values of the blow-up mode, that introducing this
little “bump” on the Calabi-Yau space should destroy sequestering between separated D3-
branes, which one would have expected to hold in the absence of this blow-up. How can
we see this in detail?
As explained in [23], in particular in their expression (3.13), in the general multi-
moduli case the D3-brane fields appearing in (2.23) are multiplied by the harmonic form
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corresponding to the Ka¨hler modulus Uα evaluated at the position on the compact manifold
of the given D3-brane stack. Therefore, if the compact manifold is a large space with
point-like singularities controlled by several additional Ka¨hler moduli, for generic D3-
brane positions, the corresponding Uα will not have significant dependence on the D3-brane
positions. That is, the wavefunction of the Ka¨hler mode has a negligible overlap with the
D3-brane.
In the two-modulus case introduced above, one would then find a Ka¨hler potential of
the form
K = −2 log
(
U
3/2
1 − d
)
(2.26)
where d is nearly independent of the D3-brane modes. This is still not of the sequestered
form, but one can do a systematic expansion in powers of d/Vol, in which the leading
term shows sequestering, and in which the corrections are parametrically small. This is
in accord with the intuition that an arbitrarily small blow-up controlled by an additional
Ka¨hler modulus should not completely destroy the sequestering that is present in the single
modulus case.
In the context of warped compactifications an argument along these lines has been
given in [31], where it was argued that the wavefunction of the bulk Ka¨hler moduli has
negligible overlap with the small three-cycle at the tip of a Klebanov-Strassler throat,
thereby resulting in sequestering. We will find that this argument is not quite justified,
but sequestering does nevertheless hold in the more relaxed sense of [16], as discussed in
the introduction.
2.4. Complex structure moduli
We have not yet discussed the role of complex structure moduli, but we now show
that they do not alter sequestering. For instance, consider a compactification with a
single Ka¨hler modulus, which, as we showed in §2.2, enjoys sequestering. In detail, the
Ka¨hler potential (at leading order in α′ and gs) with complex structure moduli zi, a
Ka¨hler modulus corresponding to the harmonic two-form ωmn¯, axio-dilaton τ , and D3-
brane moduli φm is given by [23]
Ktot
M2P
= KCS(z)− log
(
−i(τ − τ¯)
)
− 2 log
(
1
6
K(T, z, φ)
)
. (2.27)
Here
KCS(z) = −log
(
−i
∫
M
Ω ∧ Ω¯
)
, (2.28)
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with Ω the unique (up to scale) holomorphic three-form on the Calabi-Yau space, and
−2 log K = −3 log 2
3
(
T + T +
3i
2π
ωmn¯Tr(φ
mφ¯n¯) +
3
8π
(
ωmn¯z¯
i(χ¯i)
n¯
l Tr(φ
mφl) + h.c.
))
,
(2.29)
where χi is related to a complex structure deformation of the compact manifold in a way
that is not important for our discussion.
We concluded that sequestering holds because when the D3-brane fields φm are split
into two stacks, Q and X , the dependences on Q and X appear additively in
f = −3M2P exp(−Ktot/3M2P ) , (2.30)
without cross-couplings between fields living on distinct D3-branes.
The reader might, however, wonder about the role of the complex structure moduli
zi, which evidently couple directly to the D3-brane fields φ in (2.29). In flux models, the
zi can be stabilized supersymmetrically by the fluxes at some high scale ∼ α′/√V6. Does
integrating out these fields then lead to dangerous cross-couplings of the D3-brane fields?
The answer is no. After appropriately rescaling the φ fields to obtain canonical nor-
malization (by Taylor expanding the logarithm and rescaling by the appropriate power of
the volume), the couplings we are concerned about look like∫
d4θ (z¯φφ+ h.c. ) . (2.31)
When we integrate out the z fields, it is easy to see that we will introduce contact terms
between φ fields on different D3-branes, but these terms will be of higher dimension than
(1.1). We can safely ignore these higher-derivative terms.
2.5. Quantum corrections to sequestering
Let us continue to focus on the model of a single Ka¨hler modulus discussed in the
previous subsection. The exact Ka¨hler potential receives non-sequestered α′ and gs cor-
rections to (2.29). The leading correction inducing communication between separated D3-
branes was discussed in [32], based on explicit string loop calculations in certain toroidal
orientifolds. The relevant operator takes the form
∆K =
c
T + T
(
q(φ, φ¯)
τ − τ¯
)
(2.32)
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where q is some local function of the D3-brane fields. It is evident that through the function
(2.30), this correction gives rise to a contact term between fields on different D3-branes,
arising from
∆f ∼ c gs
T + T
k(φ, φ¯)q(φ, φ¯) , (2.33)
with k the leading-order D3-brane Ka¨hler potential. However, as expected for a string
loop correction, this term is parametrically small at weak string coupling. (The power of
T +T does not represent a suppression, as this is part of the four-dimensional Planck mass
suppression in (1.1) which is by itself insufficient for sequestering.)
The constant c in (2.32),(2.33) is important. Loop corrections in higher-dimensional
supergravity and string theory are suppressed as in naive dimensional analysis, and in fact
the value of c inferred from orientifold calculations [32],
c =
1
128π6
, (2.34)
indicates that sequestering is not only a parametric fact in some such models, but can also
be numerically effective, even for reasonably large values of gs.
3. Warped sequestering and AdS/CFT
In the previous section we found that in compactifications with little warping, seques-
tering is in general possible only in models with a single Ka¨hler modulus.3 The absence of
sequestering, despite the extra-dimensional separation of visible and hidden brane stacks by
some distance d, is ultimately accounted for by a coupling mediated by bulk KK modes,
which we have integrated out in arriving at the four-dimensional effective supergravity.
Since such non-sequestered contributions are not seen from purely five-dimensional anal-
yses in which the fifth dimension separates the hidden and visible sectors [6,9], the KK
modes in question must be due to the other extra dimensions, with some characteristic
radius ∼ R. When all compactification scales are comparable, the KK mediation is un-
suppressed, as we found above except in special circumstances. However, if there is a
geometric hierarchy d≫ R, KK mediation should be Yukawa-suppressed ∼ e−d/R, and we
would expect sequestering to arise. Warped throats provide a class of suitably asymmetric
3 The approximate sequestering of §2.3 is present in the limit in which all the four-cycles
associated to additional Ka¨hler moduli are blown down, which may be thought of as a one-
modulus limit.
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compactifications, and are readily realizable in string theory. In this section, we demon-
strate that configurations of D3-branes separated along a warped throat naturally enjoy
sequestering. The AdS/CFT correspondence provides a valuable tool in establishing this
result, and also in making the connection to conformal sequestering.
We begin by describing one particular warped throat background of interest, then
establish sequestering from the perspective of the gauge theory dual to this warped throat.
We return to illustrate the central elements from the gravity viewpoint. This realization
of sequestering is powerful enough to accommodate complex and realistic visible sectors
engineered in Calabi-Yau bulk portions of warped compactifications, not just the simple
gauge theories on D3-branes that we will consider here. We will not, however, pursue
visible-sector model building in this paper; for the state of the art, see e.g. [33,34].
3.1. The background
Our setting is a type IIB warped flux compactification with the metric (2.5). Such
warped Calabi-Yau compactifications arise naturally in type IIB string theory, in the pres-
ence of three-form fluxes in the internal space (and a five-form flux that is determined by
the warp factor).
A particularly simple and explicit example is due to Klebanov and Strassler [17]. We
start with a conifold, a singular Calabi-Yau space of the form
4∑
i=1
z2i = 0 (3.1)
in C4. Upon deformation, i.e. adding a small constant ε to the RHS of (3.1)), one finds
two natural three-cycles in the geometry: a three-sphere A that shrinks in the singular
limit ε → 0, and its dual three-cycle B. When these cycles are threaded by three-form
fluxes ∫
A
F3 =M,
∫
B
H3 = −K (3.2)
with M ≫ 1 and K ≫ 1, one finds a simple supergravity solution with many interesting
properties. The flux superpotential deforms (3.1) to an equation with an exponentially
small constant on the RHS. Far from the associated smoothed tip, the solution takes the
form of a warped metric (2.5) on the Calabi-Yau cone over the Einstein manifold T 1,1,
with
h(r) = e−4A(r) =
27π
4r4
α′2gsMK + . . . , (3.3)
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where the dots denote known logarithmic corrections that are unimportant for our consid-
erations.
Focusing on the AdS-like portion of the metric, this is just a spacetime of the familiar
form
ds2 =
r2
R2
(−dt2 + dx2i ) +
R2
r2
dr2 , (3.4)
with r the radial direction of the throat, and
R4 =
27
4
πgsNα
′2, N ≡ KM . (3.5)
The minimal redshift in this throat arises at the smoothed tip (where the metric, although
well-known [17], departs from the form we have shown here), and is [18]
r0
R
= exp
(
− 2πK
3gsM
)
. (3.6)
Further, we can glue this throat region into a compact Calabi-Yau around r ≈ rmax for
some large rmax, as in [18].
The field theory dual of the Klebanov-Strassler solution is an SU(N +M)× SU(N)
gauge theory with chiral multiplets A1,2 and B1,2 in the representations (N +M,N) and
(N +M,N), respectively. The theory has a superpotential
W = ǫijǫklTrA
iBkAjBl (3.7)
which is invariant under an SU(2)×SU(2) global symmetry, where one factor rotates the Ai
and the other rotates the Bj. This symmetry is broken in the UV by the compactification,
but it is an accidental symmetry in the IR of the CFT, or equivalently far down the throat.
If the fixed point were a free field theory, (3.7) would be irrelevant. Instead, we
should interpret this theory as follows. For M = 0, this theory is a CFT, dual to the
supergravity background created by N D3-branes at a conifold singularity [35]. The chiral
fields A,B have conformal dimension 3/4 at the nontrivial fixed point. The theory with
finiteM ≪ N should be viewed in a 1/N expansion about this interacting fixed point. This
results, as argued convincingly in [17], in a “renormalization group cascade.” If N = KM ,
this cascade occurs over a range of energy scales with
ΛIR
ΛUV
= exp
(
− 2πK
3gsM
)
, (3.8)
corresponding precisely to (3.6).
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3.2. Conformal sequestering
Let us imagine that we can modify the background described in §3.1 in such a way
that in the IR, at the scale ΛIR, SUSY is broken. Various ways of doing this in the dual
gravity solution have been proposed in e.g. [19,36], and we will discuss these in §4. The
main important fact will be that the leading operators generating soft terms are highly
irrelevant. Whether or not the SUSY breaking spontaneously breaks the SU(2) × SU(2)
symmetry of the Klebanov-Strassler sector (conifold throat), the SUSY breaking will be
sequestered from a visible sector localized elsewhere on the Calabi-Yau, as we now explain.
We follow the discussion in [16]. Quite generally, the leading correction to sequestering
will be of the form ∫
d4θ Ô Q†Q (3.9)
where Ô is the hidden sector non-chiral operator with the smallest conformal dimension.
In practice, a dimension ∆ >∼ 3 provides adequate sequestering. If the hidden CFT has a
non-R symmetry, there will be dimension-two non-chiral operators in the same supermulti-
plet as the associated Noether currents [12,37], but as mentioned in the introduction, these
operators will be harmless if the relevant CFT deformations (that enable SUSY breaking)
also preserve this symmetry [16]. (The U(1)R itself is harmless, never mediating problem-
atic interactions; it is dual to the bulk graviphoton, which is similarly harmless [6]). The
Klebanov-Strassler field theory is a deformation of the Klebanov-Witten [35] CFT by a
small number of field theory colors, and does not alter the SU(2)×SU(2) global symmetry,
so we conclude that there is no danger from the associated non-chiral operators.
The leading potentially dangerous non-chiral operators are then determined by the
properties of the conifold throat in the gravity dual. The spectrum of bulk KK modes
in T 1,1 compactification of type IIB supergravity was determined in [38] and has been
summarized in a very useful way in Appendix A of [39]. The main results for our purposes
are the following:
• It might seem that the lowest-dimension non-chiral supermultiplets that can mediate
SUSY breaking to the visible sector are the SU(2)× SU(2) singlets |A|2 and |B|2, which
have naive scaling dimension two. It would then appear that these can multiply visible-
sector fields and break sequestering completely. However, the true scaling dimensions of
|A|2, |B|2 grow with the ’t Hooft coupling in the supergravity limit gsN ≫ 1, i.e. these
operators are dual to string states in the conifold throat. On the other hand, the SU(2)×
SU(2) non-singlet bilinears in A,B are just the harmless Noether currents discussed above.
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• In fact, the lowest-dimension non-chiral supermultiplet of operators invariant under
SU(2)× SU(2) is given by
O8 =W 2αW
2
α˙ , (3.10)
where Wα is the standard gauge field strength superfield whose θ expansion begins with
the gaugino λα. The lowest component of O8 has dimension ∆ = 6, while the highest
component (relevant for transmission of scalar soft masses in (3.9)) has ∆ = 8. While
these are the expected free-field dimensions of the components of O8, it follows from the
supergravity analysis that these conformal dimensions are also correct at strong ’t Hooft
coupling, though this is not guaranteed by any known non-renormalization theorem [38].
We would expect this operator to dominate the corrections to sequestering if the SUSY-
breaking VEV preserves SU(2) × SU(2). Compared to the weak-coupling hidden sector
expectation that dimension-two bilinears multiply visible fields and mediate soft masses
∼ |Fhid|2/M2P , O8 will transmit soft terms that are smaller by a factor (ΛIR/ΛUV )4.
• The lowest-dimension non-chiral supermultiplet of operators with any SU(2) × SU(2)
quantum numbers has a lowest component of dimension ∆ =
√
28 − 2 ≈ 3.29, and a
highest component of dimension ∆ =
√
28 ≈ 5.29, so we can call it O√28. It trans-
forms in the (3, 3) representation of SU(2) × SU(2). If the SUSY-breaking VEVs spon-
taneously break SU(2) × SU(2), we expect O√28 to mediate soft terms suppressed by a
factor (ΛIR/ΛUV )
1.29 ≪ 1 compared to the weak-coupling result.
Whether SUSY breaking is mediated by O8 or by O√28, for reasonable values of the
parameters, SUSY breaking at the end of a warped throat will be effectively sequestered
from visible sector fields living on branes in the bulk of the Calabi-Yau.
4. Gravity-side sequestering
The logic of conformal sequestering we have applied above is tight, but indirect. We
will now illustrate some of the above considerations by explicit gravity-side calculation
of couplings between separated D3-branes in the warped throat. We demonstrate on the
gravity side the suppression of SUSY-breaking mediation to a visible-sector brane. We
also discuss the effects of compactification, analogous to those of §2.2.
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4.1. D3-brane couplings in a non-compact warped throat
We will now infer the coupling between a D3-brane at rUV (close to rmax) and a probe
D3-brane at the tip, r = r0. To do this, we can view the D3-brane at rUV as sourcing a
perturbation of the throat metric (3.4), and ask how this perturbation couples to the DBI
action of the IR-brane.
In addition to the metric, we will need to know the five-form flux F5. In the unper-
turbed background, in the limit where we consider the metric (3.4), this is given by
(F5)rtx1x2x3 = 4
r3
R4
, (C4)tx1x2x3 =
r4
R4
(4.1)
where we have chosen a gauge for C4. The background harmonic function
h(r) =
R4
r4
(4.2)
is perturbed by the probe. For values of r ≪ rUV , it takes the form
h→ h+ δh = R
4
r4
+
1
N
R4
r4UV
. (4.3)
We now plug this into the Born-Infeld + Chern-Simons action of the D3-brane local-
ized at r0. Because D3-branes enjoy a no-force condition in the pseudo-BPS backgrounds
[18] determined by three-form fluxes in type IIB Calabi-Yau models, we find from (3.4),
(4.1) that no potential is induced. However, higher derivative terms are indeed generated.
The leading such operator can be understood as follows. Expanding
(h+ δh)±1/2 ≈ h±1/2
(
1± δh
2h
)
(4.4)
we find that the modified line element in the presence of the UV brane is
ds2 = h−1/2
(
1− δh
2h
)
ηµνdx
µdxν + h1/2
(
1 +
δh
2h
)
g˜mndy
mdyn . (4.5)
This is a dilatation of the D3-brane worldvolume metric by a factor
λ = 1− δh
2h
. (4.6)
By the AdS/CFT dictionary, this perturbation of the gravitational background should
couple to a specific operator in the D3-brane field theory. For a D3-brane in an AdS throat,
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the leading term in the Born-Infeld action that breaks conformal invariance and hence can
couple to (4.6) is [40,41] ∫
d4x
(
δh
2h
)
O˜(2πα′)2 (4.7)
on the worldvolume of the IR D3-brane, with
O˜ = 2
3
tr
(
FµνFρνFµλFρλ +
1
2
FµνFρνFρλFµλ − 1
4
FµνFµνFρλFρλ − 1
8
FµνFρλFµνFρλ
)
.
(4.8)
The operator O˜ is a component of the supermultiplet of operators
O8 =W 2αW
2
α˙ (4.9)
which, as we have already noted [38], is the lowest-dimension supermultiplet that is in-
variant under SU(2) × SU(2). The fact that (4.7) is the leading coupling, and is indeed
present, was tested directly by “scattering experiments” off a D3-brane in [40].
Up to the compactification effects we discuss later, this result illustrates warped se-
questering at its simplest. The leading operator communicating between the two D3-branes
is considerably suppressed compared to the expected quartic cross-coupling between fields
on different branes. Of course, this does not demonstrate SUSY breaking, to which we
now turn.
4.2. SUSY breaking and sequestering in a non-compact warped throat
A simple way of breaking SUSY in the IR of the throat is to replace the IR D3-brane
above with an anti-D3-brane. The Born-Infeld logic goes through unchanged, and the
leading cross-coupling is still mediated by an operator of the form (4.9). However, in this
case we can borrow direct results for the probe D3/anti-D3 potential in a warped throat,
as derived in [25]. The result, in the absence of a stabilizing potential for the UV D3-brane,
is an attractive potential
V (rUV ) = 2T3
(r0
R
)4(
1− 1
N
r40
r4UV
)
. (4.10)
This is in agreement with our expectation that the leading operator transmitting SUSY
breaking is O8. In the presence of warping, even if the cross-coupling involved a hidden
sector operator whose lowest component had dimension two (the free-field value for a chiral-
antichiral bilinear), we would expect suppression of the interaction by four powers of the
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IR warp-factor r0/R, because this factor already suppresses the hidden SUSY-breaking
vacuum energy density (the leading term of (4.10)) due to warping as in [42].
In (4.10), we instead see a suppression of cross-couplings by eight powers of the IR
warp factor. This indicates that the leading hidden operator that communicates with the
UV-brane fields has dimension eight (or its lowest component has dimension six). This is
completely consistent with our AdS/CFT reasoning, and with the results of [41].
The fact that O8 and not O√28 has appeared here can be traced to our consideration
of the radial potential. The radial position of a D3-brane corresponds to a scalar field
that is invariant under the SU(2)×SU(2) global symmetry, so an operator coupling pairs
of such fields, for a separated brane-antibrane pair, will also be invariant; and O8 is the
lowest-dimension SU(2) × SU(2)-invariant non-chiral operator. We expect that in more
general circumstances (and perhaps after including leading α′ corrections to the tree-level
gravity solution), couplings mediated by O√28 will be present.
Note that the visible brane fluctuations, corresponding to fluctuations of the UV brane
position, rUV , not only get highly-suppressed SUSY breaking masses by Taylor expanding
(4.10) in δrUV to quadratic order, but also a suppressed tadpole term linear in δrUV . This
reflects an instability of the visible D3-brane: the D3-brane is attracted toward the anti-
D3-brane, so in principle we do not have a legitimate ground state. This unwanted feature
can be cured by more realistic visible sector model-building in the Calabi-Yau bulk, and
in particular by stabilization of the branes on which the visible sector is localized. Here we
are only interested in illustrating the high degree of suppression of visible-sector SUSY-
breaking masses.
In the earlier work [25], the focus was on using the inter-brane force (4.10) to drive
inflation. The conclusion was that although the cross-couplings (4.10) are small, the full
potential for rUV receives additional contributions and is generically much steeper than
(4.10). This could be attributed to a conformal coupling of the D3-brane modes to the
four-dimensional curvature, which is nontrivial during inflation. A crucial difference is
that for sequestering, one is interested in the inter-brane interactions in a background with
approximately vanishing vacuum energy. Therefore, after tuning to solve the cosmological
constant problem (for example, by an appropriate shift of the flux superpotential), the
conformal coupling becomes a negligible effect.
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4.3. Compactification effects
As in the cases of low warping in §2, we expect that compactification will result
in mixing between brane fields and bulk moduli, and that generically this mixing will
lead to further cross-couplings between separated brane stacks (or brane and antibrane
stacks). However, locality now implies that such induced couplings must still proceed via
throat modes to communicate with IR-branes or antibranes. The most important modes
are still the ones we discussed above, and therefore we still expect the same degree of
sequestering, although the numerical coefficients may differ. Most throat modes lead to
strong sequestering of cross-couplings between UV-branes and IR-branes, and the dominant
effects will arise through exchange of the Kaluza-Klein gauge bosons corresponding to the
SU(2)×SU(2) isometries of the throat, which have vanishing AdS5 mass. These are dual
to the conserved currents discussed in §3.2, and thus they mediate cross-couplings in an
unsuppressed fashion. However, these effects are harmless, since by the result of [16] they
do not mediate IR SUSY breaking.
It is instructive to test these results directly on the gravity side. In a general warped
compactification, the full Ka¨hler potential can be rather complicated, and explicit formulae
have proved elusive (see [43] for a recent discussion). However, there is a very simple system
that is rich enough to manifest the desired phenomenon, the emergence of unsuppressed but
nevertheless harmless cross-couplings after compactification, and for which we know the
relevant formulae exactly . This system is the N = 4 supersymmetric toroidal orientifold
with a distribution of D3-branes discussed in [7] and in the introduction. If we separate
the D3-branes into two stacks, one to provide the visible sector and the remainder to
form the hidden sector, the gravitational backreaction of the latter stack forms a warped
throat, as noted originally in [44]. This throat is dual to the N = 4 SYM dynamics of the
hidden stack. But despite the strong warping, the high degree of supersymmetry protects
the form of the Ka¨hler potential (1.4), and it is unaltered by the continuation to large
gsN . As noted in the introduction, this system does have formally unsequestered cross-
couplings. But, these are precisely couplings of the visible sector to the conserved currents
of the hidden sector, associated to the throat isometries, and in the presence of hidden
SUSY breaking these couplings pose no threat (at least in the circumstances described
in [16]). The fact that even in the unwarped regime the N = 4 orientifold enjoys this
milder form of sequestering is “explained” by the fact that it must do so in the warped
regime gsN ≫ 1 (by our previous arguments), and the non-renormalization of the Ka¨hler
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potential then forces it to do so even in the unwarped limit. One can also directly see
that the cross-couplings vanish in the non-compact limit (in which the radii are taken to
infinity), which agrees with the observation of §2.1 that the D3-branes do not see each
other prior to compactification.
5. Classes of warped sequestering
In our discussion of warped sequestering, we have focused on concrete examples arising
in compactifications that incorporate the warped deformed conifold [17]. However, while
this is a useful and common example, we wish to emphasize that there is by now a wide
spectrum of other throats (understood in different levels of detail) that could be more
useful for various model building purposes.
The two main ingredients that go into specifying a model, independent of visible-sector
model building, are: (a) the description of an appropriate AdS/CFT dual pair that governs
the throat dynamics (describes the approximate fixed point controlling the RG cascade),
and (b) the incorporation of an appropriate SUSY-breaking sector in the IR region of the
throat. Both are subjects of intense research, characterized by rapid recent progress.
In considering possibilities for (a), it is useful to keep in mind that the main dangers to
sequestering involve global currents in the CFT. Any N = 1 CFT has a U(1)R symmetry,
which does not pose any danger to sequestering. But one could wish to find examples that
lack additional continuous global symmetries, because when such symmetries are present
we must take extra care to ensure that deformations that break hidden sector conformal
invariance are also symmetric [16] (as we checked in the case of the conifold throat). The
smaller the global symmetry group, the fewer such checks we need to perform. Several
new classes of Sasaki-Einstein solutions to string theory have been discovered recently,
including the Y p,q and Lp,q,r series [45,46]. Similarly, cascades based on diverse solutions
have been described in e.g. [47,48,49,50]. While the relevant CFTs in these new classes
are characterized by less symmetry than the conifold, they still possess continuous global
symmetries beyond the minimal U(1)R.
However, it is possible to exhibit simple, infinite families of dual pairs that only possess
U(1)R. Even N = 1 orbifolds of the N = 4 SYM theory [51,52,53] by non-Abelian discrete
subgroups of SU(3) are useful in this regard. Indeed, the series of discrete groups ∆3n2
and ∆6n2 give rise to orbifold CFTs with only the U(1)R subgroup of the SO(6) symmetry
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of N = 4 SYM surviving (the relevant quiver gauge theories were derived in detail in [54]).
One can see this as follows. The group ∆3n2 , for instance, is generated by
α : (z1, z2, z3)→ (e2pii/nz1, e−2pii/nz2, z3) , (5.1)
β : (z1, z2, z3)→ (z1, e2pii/nz2, e−2pii/nz3) , (5.2)
and
γ : (z1, z2, z3)→ (z3, z1, z2) . (5.3)
The maximal abelian subgroup of SO(6) is generated by independent phase rotations of
the zi. It is easy to see that γ only commutes with the single U(1) that rotates the
zi by equal phases. Therefore, these nonabelian orbifolds preserve only a single U(1)R
subgroup of the SO(6) symmetry of N = 4 SYM. It would be interesting to make cascading
solutions controlled by these CFTs but ending smoothly in the IR [55]. These series in some
sense provide a counterexample to the expectation in [37] that typical CFTs will contain
additional continuous symmetries, with the corresponding dangerous supermultiplets of
currents.
Supersymmetry breaking at the end of RG cascades (or at the end of warped throats,
in the dual gravity language) has also been a focus of recent research. In the warped
deformed conifold, the models of [19] provide examples. The quivers that characterize
simple ZZk quotients of the conifold were described in [56], and cascades governed by the
associated CFTs together with SUSY breaking mechanisms at the end of the throat have
been investigated in [57]. Other cascades with SUSY breaking, associated with cones over
del Pezzo surfaces, have been examined in [49,58,59]. Many of these models suffer from
a runaway vacuum [60]; for the state of the art in obtaining stable vacua this way, see
[61,62,63].
Finally, although the bulk of the literature on warped compactifications in string
theory focuses on type IIB vacua, this is only for reasons of convenience: the solutions
are conformally Calabi-Yau and the most familiar examples of AdS/CFT arise in this
context. We expect that further research will uncover similar rich families of warped
compactifications in the type IIA, heterotic, and eleven-dimensional limits, which could be
equally or more promising for the construction of fully realistic models.
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6. Conclusion
We have argued that warped sequestering is robustly attainable in string theory,
and that sequestered interactions between D3-branes are possible even in some unwarped
models. Warped throats are a rather generic feature of type IIB flux compactifications
[17,18,64,65,66], so we conclude that one should be able to design, without undue dif-
ficulty, concrete string theory models of SUSY breaking in which the flavor problem is
vitiated by sequestering. Such models merit further detailed exploration.
One of our motivations for pursuing this work was the advent of mirage mediation
[4], a scenario where anomaly mediation is combined with moduli mediation in a warped
flux compactification. We hope to have provided a firm foundation for discussion of the
circumstances under which such models can lead to flavor-blind supersymmetry breaking.
We note that the sequestering due to warped throats is insensitive to the details of the
standard model construction in the bulk of the Calabi-Yau space. In particular, while
D7-brane fields are not sequestered from D3-brane fields in the non-compact, unwarped
limit, SUSY breaking at the end of a throat can be sequestered from D7-branes in a
suitably warped type IIB flux compactification. This makes it seem likely that relatively
realistic models of warped sequestering incorporating unification of coupling constants can
be constructed in string theory.
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